**Installation Guide**
**MS-C5B9-76KY DualGuard**

**STEP 1**
- Separate Bolt Seal from Lock, thread through latch hole and lock together

**STEP 2**
- Weave Cable through locking bars. Create a figure-eight for additional security.

**STEP 3**
- Thread Cable into Cable Lock, pull taught to remove any slack.

**STEP 4**
- Use Bolt Cutters or Cable Cutters to remove any excess cable. This prevents any reuse.

---

**Removal Guide**
**MS-C5B9-76KY DualGuard**

**STEP 1**
- Use Bolt Cutters to remove Bolt Seal. Use caution as bolt may come off at high speed.

**STEP 2**
- Use Bolt Cutters or Cable Cutters to remove Cable Seal. Cut on fixed end near lock to prevent reuse.